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Abstract: We study the optimal design problem under second-order least squares estimation which 
is known to outperform ordinary least squares estimation when the error distribution is asymmetric. 
First, a general approximate theory is developed, taking due cognizance of the nonlinearity of the 
underlying information matrix in the design measure. This yields necessary and sufficient condi-
tions that a D- or A-optimal design measure must satisfy. The results are then applied to find opti-
mal design measures when the design points are binary. The issue of reducing the support size of 
the optimal design measure is also addressed.   
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1. Introduction 
The existing literature on optimal designs focuses on maximizing or minimizing some scalar func-
tion of the covariance matrix of the ordinary least squares (OLS) estimator. In recent years, how-
ever, it has been well recognized (Wang and Leblanc, 2008) that the second-order least squares 
(SLS) estimator is more efficient than the OLS estimator when the error distribution is asymmetric. 
Another advantage of SLS estimation is that it is applicable even when the error distribution is not 
exactly known. Gao and Zhou (2014) pioneered research on the optimal design problem under SLS 
estimation. They formulated the D- and A-optimality criteria with reference to the asymptotic co-
variance matrix of SLS estimators of the parameters of interest and then explored optimal regres-
sion designs under these criteria. See their paper also for an excellent review of SLS estimation and 
its advantages over OLS estimation, together with further references.  
In the present work, we first develop a general approximate theory for the optimal design prob-
lem under SLS estimation and obtain necessary and sufficient conditions characterizing D- and A-
optimal design measures. This is done in Section 2 taking due cognizance of the nonlinearity of the 
underlying information matrix in the design measure. While the resulting optimality conditions 
look more involved than their counterparts under OLS estimation, they have a broad spectrum of 
applicability allowing analytical as well as algorithmic derivation of optimal design measures in 
specific contexts. This is illustrated at length in Section 3 with reference to design spaces with bi-
nary design points as arise, for example, in spring balance weighing designs. The issue of reducing 
the support size of the optimal design measure is also addressed.  
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Our approximate theory results in Section 2 are given in the framework of a linear model and a 
finite design space for ease in notation and presentation, and also because this is what we need in 
the application that follows. Their message is, however, quite general. With heavier notation, the 
same arguments readily yield versions of these results characterizing locally optimal design meas-
ures in non-linear models under SLS estimation. Moreover, it is not hard to extend these results to 
continuous design spaces, with sums replaced by integrals as and when needed. 
2. Approximate theory 
Consider a linear model such that the expectation of any observation is of the form , where Tx   
is a q-dimensional unknown parameter, x is a 1q  design point which belongs to a design space   
and the superscript T denotes transpose. We assume as usual that the observational errors have a 
common variance and are uncorrelated, but allow them to have a possibly asymmetric distribution 
and study optimal design measures for   under SLS estimation. Suppose the design space   is 
finite, consisting of design points , each a nxx ,...,1 1q  vector. A design measure  
assigns masses to , respectively, where 
T)nppp ( ,..,1
)0(,..,1 npp nx,...,1x 1..1  npp .  Let 
T
iii
n
i xxppG 1)(  ,  ,  ,     (1) iini xppg 1)(  TpgpgtpGpH )()()()( 
where , with )}(/{ 2242
2
3  t j representing the jth central moment of the error distribution. 
Clearly, .   10  t
Following Gao and Zhou (2014), the asymptotic covariance matrix of the SLS estimator of  , 
under a design measure p, is proportional to . Hence we study optimal design measures 
on the basis of criteria defined with respect to  which may be viewed as the information ma-
trix for 
1)}({ pH
)( pH
  under SLS estimation, analogously to  under OLS estimation. Thus the D- and A-
criteria now call for finding p so as to maximize 
)( pG
)( pD  and )( pA , respectively, where  
)( pD = , if  is nonsingular, )}](log[det{ pH )( pH
         = ,     otherwise,               (2) 
)( pA = ,       if  is nonsingular, 1)}({tr  pH )( pH
         =  ,     otherwise.              (3) 
In contrast to  arising under OLS estimation, the matrix  is nonlinear in p for . 
Lemmas 1-4 below show that still the basic arguments of approximate theory, that make use of di-
rectional derivatives, remain valid in our setup. Lemma 3 gives a theoretical characterization of D- 
and A-optimal design measures while Lemma 4 will be seen to be useful in their algorithmic deter-
mination. Lemmas 1 and 2 prepare the background for Lemmas 3 and 4. To avoid trivialities, here-
)( pG )( pH 0t
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after, we assume that for each t, there exists a design measure p with nonsingular . For any 
such p and , let 
)( pH
ni 1
)( pDi = ,      (4) )}({)}({)}({}({)1( 11 pgxpHpgxtxpHxt iTiiTi  
)( pAi = .  (5) {)}({)}({)}({)}({}({ 1111 xpHpHpgxtxpHpH iTiiT  )1( xt i
D
( pg )}
Lemma 1. Both )( p  and )( pA  are concave in p.   
Lemma 2. Let Tnpp )p (~ ~,...,~  and p be design measures such that  is nonsingular. Then  )( pH 1
(a)  /)}()
~)1((D {lim
0
ppp D = })({
~
1 qpp Dii
n
i    , 
(b)  /)}()
~)1((A {lim
0
ppp A = ])}(tr{)([
~ 1
1
  pHpp Aiini  . 
Lemma 3. A design measure p is  
(a) D-optimal if and only if  is nonsingular and )( pH qpDi )( , ni 1 , 
(b) A-optimal if and only if  is nonsingular and )( pH 1)}({tr)(  pHpAi , . i 1 n
Lemma 4. Let   be a preassigned positive quantity,  be a design measure with nonsingular 
 and 
pˆ
)ˆ( pH )(max pDD   , )(max pAA   , the maxima being over all design measures.  
(a) If   qpDi )ˆ( , , then ni 1   DD p)ˆ( . 
(b) If   1)}ˆ({tr)ˆ( pHpAi , , then ni 1   AA p)ˆ( . 
Proofs of Lemmas 1 and 2 appear in the appendix. The arguments for Lemma 2 are similar to 
but more elaborate than those in Mukerjee and Huda (2014) who considered only the A-criterion in 
a different context, effectively with t = 1 in . Lemmas 3 and 4 follow from Lemmas 1 and 2 
arguing as in Silvey (1980, pp. 19-20, 35).  
)( pH
Example 1. Suppose the design points nonnull vectors with elements 0 and , as happens for in-
stance in chemical balance weighing designs. Let w be the smallest integer such that 
1
1 qw  and a 
Hadamard matrix of order w exists; e.g., if q = 6, then w = 8. Without loss of generality, let the first 
row of this Hadamard matrix consist only of +1’s. Choose any q of the remaining rows to form a 
 matrix D with elements  and consider the design measure wq 1 p which assigns a mass  to 
each design point represented by a column of D. In view of the properties of a Hadamard matrix, 
then by (1), 
w/1
)( pg  is a null vector and qIpGpH  )()( , the identity matrix of  order q. So, by (4) 
and (5), )( pDi = )( pAi = [=qxTi xi  1)}({tr pH ] for every , and the D- and A-optimality of the 
design measure 
i
p , irrespective of the value of t, is immediate from Lemma 3.       □ 
 The optimality of p in Example 1 can as well be verified from first principles. In Section 3, we 
consider an application where Lemmas 3 and 4 are really useful in a far more nontrivial manner.  
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3. Binary design points 
Let the design points be nonnull binary vectors of order 1q , as happens for example in spring 
balance weighing designs. Then the design space   has cardinality . Depending on con-
venience, we will denote the design points interchangeably by eithe nx  or
12  qn
r x ,...,1  x,  . With 
this design space, Huda and Mukerjee (1988) investigated D- and A-optimal design measures under 
OLS estimation. They worked with , which amounts to taking t = 0. In contrast, our design 
problem concerns  and this warrants significant additional work as the proofs, all reported 
in the appendix, reveal. These proofs make use of Lemma 3 but involve tricky manipulation of the 
terms 
x
)( pG
10  t
)( pDi  and )( pAi in order to establish the inequalities there.  
3.1 Analytical results 
We begin by considering the case q =2, where   consists of only three design points.  Here the D-
optimality result looks nice but, quite counterintuitively, the A-optimal design measure turns out to 
be rather involved, thus calling for a separate treatment of this case. The following lemma will be 
helpful.     
Lemma 5. For , let  10  t
         )(tu = 4232 24)23(21  tttt  . 
Then the equation )(tu = 0 has a unique root in [1/2, 1). Moreover, this unique  root, say t , sat-
isfies .  2/122/1  t
Theorem 1. Let q =2 and denote the design points by , and . Then Tx )0,1(1  Tx )1,0(2  Tx )1,1(3 
(a) the design measure assigning a mass 1/3 to each  is D-optimal for every Dp 321 ,, xxx 10  t ; 
(b) the design measure Ap assigning a mass t1  to each of  and a mass 21, xx 12 t to , where 3x
t  is as defined in Lemma 5, is A-optimal. 
 The sharp contrast between parts (a) and (b) of Theorem 1 is worth noting. For q = 2, the same 
design measure is seen in part (a) to be D-optimal for every t, while part (b) shows that the A-
optimal design measure is very much dependent on t via t . Although an analytical expression for 
t is not available, it can be obtained numerically and is shown in Table 1 for various t.  
Table 1. Values of t  for various t 
 t   0      0.1      0.2     0.3     0.4     0.5     0.6     0.7     0.8     0.9 
t  0.5774 0.5858 0.5950 0.6051 0.6162 0.6285 0.6423 0.6580 0.6758 0.6948 
 
 Turning to general q, let  be the set of design points with j ones, .  Each j )(  qj 1 j  
has cardinality . Consider the following design measures none of which involves t.  )(qjjn 
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(i) For even , : (a)  is the design measure assigning a mass to each 
design point in  and a mass 0 to every other design point; (b)  is the design measure 
assigning a mass to each design point in 
mq 2
m 
1
mn
2m
1m
ev1p
1
1)(
 mm nn
ev2p
m and a mass 0 to every other design point. 
(ii) For odd , : is the design measure assigning a mass  to each design 
point in and a mass 0 to every other design point.  
12  mq
1
1m oddp 1 1 mn
m
 Theorems 2 and 3 below present analytical optimality results on these design measures. 
Theorem 2. Let , , be even. Then mq 2 2m
(a) the design measure is D-optimal  if and only if ev1p )(0 1 qtt  , where )2/()1()(1  qqqt ; 
(b) the design measure  is A-optimal if and only if ev2p )(0 2 qtt  , where  
       )(2 qt ]})1(4{[)1(1 2/122221 qqqq   . 
Theorem 3. Let 12  mq , , be odd, and 1m )1/()(0  qqqt .Then  
(a) the design measure  is D-optimal if and only if oddp )(0 0 qtt  ; 
(b) the design measure  is A-optimal if and only if oddp )(0 0 qtt  . 
 It is interesting to note that for odd q, the same design measure turns out to be both D- and A-
optimal in Theorem 3 over identical ranges of t. The quantities ,  and  in Theorems 
2 and 3 tend to 1 as 
)(0 qt )(1 qt )(2 qt
q
)(0 qt
. Indeed, even for moderate q, Theorems 2 and 3 yield design measures, 
free from t, which are optimal over a reasonably wide range of t, e.g., = 0.875 and = 
0.647 for q = 6, while = 0.833 for q = 5. This is practically useful because in reality the true 
value of t is rarely known.   
)q(1t )(2 qt
3.2 Algorithmic results 
For t beyond the ranges covered by Theorems 2 and 3, it is hard to find optimal design measures in 
a closed form. However, multiplicative algorithms (cf. Zhang and Mukerjee, 2013) can be em-
ployed conveniently for their numerical determination. The D-optimality algorithm starts with the 
uniform measure  which assigns a mass 1/n to each design point and, in view 
of Lemma 3(a), finds = , 
Tnnp )/1,...,/1()0( 
)(hp h pp ,...,( )(1
Th
n )
)( ...,2,1h  recursively as 
)(h
ip = ,  qpp
h
Di
h
i /)(
)1()1(   ni 1 , 
till a design measure , satisfying )(hp   qp hDi )( )( , ni 1 , is obtained, where  (> 0) is a 
preassigned small quantity. The A-optimality algorithm also starts with the uniform measure and, as 
suggested by Lemma 3(b), finds = , )(hp Thn
h pp ),...,( )()(1 ,2,1h  … recursively as 
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)(h
ip = ,  
1)1()1()1( )}({tr/)(  hhAihi pHpp  ni 1 , 
till a design measure , satisfying )(hp   1)()( )}({tr)( hhAi pHp , ni 1 , is obtained, for 
some preassigned small (> 0). In the stopping rules for both algorithms, we take . Then 
by Lemma 4, the terminal design measures are optimal, under the respective criteria, with accuracy 
up to 9 places of decimals. Even at this level of accuracy, the algorithms are seen to be quite fast 
for smaller q. They can, however, be slow for larger q, but this is not of much concern, for then 
Theorems 2 and 3 cover a very wide range of t and hence there is no serious need for algorithmic 
determination of optimal design measures.  
1010
For even q, , Tables 2 and 3 show D- and A-optimal design measures for t not covered 
by Theorem 2, i.e., for  and , respectively. We consider t up to 0.9, in interval of 
0.1. Since = 0.833, = 0.875 and for , only two cases need to be consid-
ered in Table 2: q = 4, 6 and t = 0.9.  For each such q and t, Table 2 also shows the D-efficiency of 
the design measure , computed as 
104  q
t
)
ev1p
)(1 qt
)6(1t
)(2 qtt 
(1 qt4(1t 9.0)  8q
q
DD p(eff pH
/1)}](det{/)}[det{ pH ev1(ev1)  , where Dp is 
the D-optimal design measure. This helps in assessing the performance of , seen in Theorem 
2(a) to be D-optimal over an appreciable range of t, when t falls outside this range. For the same 
purpose, we report in Table 3 the A-efficiency of the design measure  in Theorem 2(b). This is 
computed as
ev1p
ev2p
1
ev2)}
p1 ({tr/ Hev2)( pA )}A({tr pHeff , where Ap is the A-optimal design measure. 
Table 3 also shows  because its form is a bit involved. Since the convergence of  to 1 is 
not as fast as that of , Table 3 is more elaborate than Table 2.  
)(2 qt
)(1 qt
)(2 qt
 For odd q, Table 4 shows D- and A-optimal design measures for t not covered by Theorem 3, 
i.e., for . These D- and A-optimal design measures turn out to be identical. Thus the pat-
tern seen in Theorem 3 persists although the design measure  there no longer remains optimal. 
Again, we consider t up to 0.9, in interval of 0.1. Since = 0.75, = 0.833, = 0.875 
and for , only four cases need to be considered in Table 4: q = 3, t = 0.8, and q = 
3, 5, 7, t = 0.9. Table 4 also exhibits the D- and A-efficiencies of , which are computed as be-
fore. In Tables 2-4, 
)(0 qtt 
9.0) q
oddp
)3(0t )5(0t )7(0t
(0t 9q
j
oddp
 denotes the mass assigned by the optimal design measure to each design 
point in . Throughout Tables 3 and 4, it is found that j j = 0, for . Hence in these two ta-
bles we show 
7j
j  only for .   6j
 The D- and A-efficiency figures in Tables 2-4 are quite impressive, especially for  when 
they are always over 0.90 and often close to 1. Thus, for , the design measures in Theorems 2 
5q
5q
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and 3 are not only optimal over a wide range of t but also have high efficiency even for t outside 
this range. So, they can be safely used in the absence of explicit knowledge of t, which is typically 
the case in practice.  
Table 2. D-optimal design measures for even q and 9.0)(1  tqt   
q    t        )(eff ev1pD 1      2           3           4   5    6   
4 0.9 0.9807  0.0444    0.0778    0.0778    0.0444 
6 0.9 0.9968  0.0006    0.0073    0.0241    0.0241    0.0073    0.0006 
 
Table 3. A-optimal design measures for even q and 9.0)(2  tqt  
       t        q )(2 qt )(eff ev2pA 1       2      3       4      5       6  
 4  0.377 0.4 0.9999  0.0000    0.1644    0.0034    0.0000 
 4     0.5 0.9974  0.0000    0.1535    0.0197    0.0000 
 4    0.6 0.9891  0.0000    0.1407    0.0390    0.0000 
 4     0.7 0.9685  0.0000    0.1253    0.0620    0.0000 
 4     0.8 0.9190  0.0000    0.1068    0.0898    0.0000 
 4      0.9 0.7579  0.0445    0.0777    0.0779    0.0443 
 6  0.647  0.7 0.9991  0.0000    0.0000    0.0459    0.0054    0.0000    0.0000 
 6     0.8 0.9875  0.0000    0.0000    0.0367    0.0177    0.0000    0.0000 
 6     0.9 0.9257  0.0006    0.0074    0.0240    0.0241    0.0073    0.0005 
 8  0.754 0.8 0.9989  0.0000    0.0000    0.0000    0.0125    0.0022    0.0000     
 8     0.9 0.9763  0.0000    0.0000    0.0000    0.0079    0.0079    0.0000     
10  0.811 0.9 0.9916  0.0000    0.0000    0.0000    0.0000    0.0025    0.0018     
 
Table 4. D- and A-optimal design measures for odd q and 9.0)(0  tqt  
q    t        )(eff oddpD )(eff oddpA 1       2          3       4    5    6        
3 0.8   0.9902   0.9846  0.0625    0.2500    0.0625 
3 0.9   0.8842   0.8000  0.1667    0.1111    0.1667 
5 0.9   0.9751   0.9529  0.0082    0.0313    0.0481    0.0313    0.0082 
7 0.9   0.9963   0.9931       0        0.0005    0.0070    0.0170    0.0070    0.0005     
 
3.3 Reducing the support size 
As seen in the last two subsections, the design measures in Theorems 2 and 3 are either optimal or 
highly efficient over a very wide range of t, particularly when . However, their support size 
increases rapidly with q and, with a finite number of observations, this may hinder their practical 
implementation. In the spirit of Huda and Mukerjee (1988), we now indicate the use of balanced 
incomplete block (BIB) designs to find design measures which are exactly or approximately as 
good as the ones in Theorems 2 and 3 but have much smaller support size. As noted earlier, while 
Huda and Mukerjee (1988) worked with , i.e., t = 0, we consider for general t. 
5q
)( pG )( pH
 For ease in reference, recall that a ) ,,,,BIB( krbq  design, say d, is an arrangement of q sym-
bols in b blocks of size k (< q) such that every symbol appears at most once in each block, every 
symbol appears in r blocks, and every two distinct symbols occur together in  blocks. The inci-
dence matrix of d is denoted by dN , which is q b  with th),( ji entry 1 if the ith symbol appears in 
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the jth block, and 0 otherwise. Clearly, the b colu s of are 1mn dN  q  binary vectors, i.e., design 
points in our desi  space  Let )(dp  be a design measure that assigns a mass 1/b to each col-
umn of dN . Then from (1), using the standard nshi
gn
 relatio
  .
ps bkqr  and )1()1(  qkr   for a 
BIB design, one can check that ))(( dpH  is uniquely determined by the parameters q and k of 
ev2d
1),11  mkmm
ev2d
d. 
Now observe that the design measures  and in Theorems 2 and 3 are supported on de-
sign points which, when written as columns, form incidence matrices of BIB designs, say  and 
, having parameters  and , respec-
tively. Moreover, both  and  spread the total mass uniformly on their support points. 
Hence, as noted above, if we can find a BIB design d which has the same q and k as  or  
but smaller b, then  will have the same  as   or but a smaller support size. From 
this perspective, we consider the following BIB designs: 
ev2p
km ),
H
oddp
ev2p
oddd m
(.)
b m (, 2
oddp
,1
m2
2
q 
ev2
(2,1 b2q m
oddp
p
)
oddd
(dp
1d : 1,,24, mr2  mmmbmq k  ;  
2d : 12,1228,1 ,24,4 sr  sssb sq k  ;  
3d : 1,22,34  krs  ss bq  .  
It is well-known (Raghavarao, 1971, Ch. 5) that  is coexistent with a  Hadamard matrix of order 
4m, , is coexistent with a Hadamard matrix of order 
1d
2 dm 3 44 s , and  exists provided 2d 14 s  
is a prime or prime power. Thus for each 3 20 q
2d
)j ,
, one of the these BIB designs exist. Moreover, 
has the same q and k as  and either  or has the same q and k as  according as q = 
1 or 3 (mod 4).  Hence writing = , 
1d ev2d 3d
2,1
oddd
] (dp[ jp 3j , the following are evident: 
(i) for even , , ; m2q
q
2m )ev2p()] H
( oddpH
( 1[p
) 
H
]2[p(ii) for odd ,  if 12  m )(H sm 2 is even, and  if )]( 3[pH )( oddpH m
]2[ ]3[p
oddp
12 s  
is odd. 
 By (i),  enjoys the optimality or high efficiency properties of  while entailing signifi-
cant reduction in support size. For example, with q = 6, 8 and 10, is supported on 10, 14 and 18 
points as against 20, 70 and 252 support points in . Similarly, by (ii)  or  enjoy all the 
nice properties  noted earlier while having a much smaller support size. For instance, with q = 
7 and 9,  and  have 7 and 18 support points, respectively, while is supported on 35 
and 126 points.  Note also that none of , ,  involves t.  
]1[
]
p
]1[p
p
3[p
ev2
pev2p
]3[p
oddp
p ]2[
]1[p ]2[p
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 The aforesaid technique of reducing the support size does not work for the D-optimal design 
measure  in Theorem 2 because its support points do not form the incidence matrix of a BIB 
design. However, for q = 4,  itself is supported on only 10 points, while for even , we 
find that comes quite close to  under the D-criterion. This is evident from Table 5 which 
shows the D-efficiency of  relative to , as given by , for t 
= 0(0.1)0.9. At the same time,  is supported on much fewer points than ; e.g., with q = 6, 8 
and 10,  has only 10, 14 and 18 support points as against 35, 126 and 462 in .  
ev1p
]1[p
]1[p
ev1p
]1[
]1[p
6q
q/1)}]
ev1p
p ev1p pHpH ev1
]1[ (det{/)}([det{
ev1p
ev2p
 To summarize, for , the following points emerge on the basis of our findings on optimality 
or high efficiency vis-à-vis support size, taking due cognizance of the possible uncertainty about t: 
6q
(a) If q is even, then use  under both D- and A-criteria. It is equivalent to  under the A-
criterion and competes very well with  under the D-criterion, while having much smaller sup-
port size than both. 
]1[p ev2p
ev1p
(b) If q is odd, then use  or  under both D- and A-criteria according as q = 1 or 3 (mod 4). 
They are equivalent to  under both criteria but are supported on much fewer design points. 
]2[p
oddp
]3[p
Table 5. D-efficiency of  relative to  ]1[p ev1p
                 t  
    0      0.1      0.2   0.3      0.4   0.5    0.6    0.7     0.8     0.9 q
 6  0.9927    0.9924    0.9919    0.9913    0.9905    0.9894    0.9878    0.9851    0.9798    0.9652 
 8  0.9968    0.9966    0.9964    0.9961    0.9957    0.9952    0.9945    0.9932    0.9908    0.9837 
10  0.9983    0.9982    0.9981    0.9979    0.9977    0.9975    0.9971    0.9964    0.9950    0.9911 
 
Appendix: Proofs   
Proof of Lemma 1. By (1), for design measures p and p~  and 10   ,  
)~)1(( ppG   = })~()~()~({})()()(){1( TT pgpgtpHpgpgtpH   , 
and )~()()1()~)1(( pgpgppg   . Hence on simplification,  
       )~)1(( ppH   = )~()()1( pHpH   + ,        (A.1) Tggt 00)1(  
where )()~(0 pgpgg  . Thus )}~()()1{()~)1(( pHpHppH    is nonnegative definite. 
The lemma now follows from (2) and (3) by the usual arguments in approximate theory; cf. Silvey, 
1980, p. 17.                           □ 
Proof of Lemma 2. Write , )( pgxe ii  ni 1 . With as in (A.1), then by (1),  0g
TpgpgpG )~()~()~(  = Tiiini pgxpgxp )}~()}{~({~1   = Tiiini gegep ))((~ 001   . 
Hence for 10   , by (1) and (A.1), )~)1(( ppH   = )()()1(  QpH  , where 
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)(Q = TggtpH 00)1()~(  = })1()~()~()~({)~()1( 00 TT ggpgpgpGtpGt   
= })1())((~{~)1( 000011
TT
iii
n
i
T
iii
n
i gggegeptxxpt   =  TUU )()( 
where )(U  is a )12(  nq  matrix with columns ii xpt 2/1}~)1{(  , )()~( 02/1 gept ii  , ni 1 , and 
. Hence the determinant and inverse of 0
2/1 g)1(  )~)1(( ppH    equal  
        )]()}({)(det[)}()1det{( 1112   UpHUIpH Tn   , 
and     
])}({)()}())(()(){()}({)}([{ 111112
1
1
1
1
1 




  pHUUpHUIUpHpH TTn   , 
respectively. Noting that )(Q  and )(U  are well-defined also at 0 , it now follows from (2) 
and (3) that 
)~)1(( ppD   = , )()]0()}({)0([tr)( 21  OUpHUqp TD  
   )~)1(( ppA   = )(])}({)0()0()}([{tr)}({tr)( 2111  OpHUUpHpHp TA   . 
Therefore, as , the limits in parts (a) and (b) equal  )0()0()0( QUU T 
qQpH  )]0()}([{tr 1    and  ,  111 )}({tr]}(){0()}([{tr   pHpHQpH
respectively. Since 01~ gep ii
n
i   , and hence =)0(Q TiiiniTiiini eeptxxpt ~~)1( 11   , the truth of the 
lemma is now evident from (4) and (5).                   □ 
Proof of Lemma 5. Since =)2/1(tu 0)2(
2
8
1  t , 0)1()2( 2212/1  tut , and   
)(tu = })122()21()1{( 22322221   t ,    [1/2, 1), 
we conclude that )(tu = 0 has a root in  and no root in . It now suffices to 
show that 
)2,2/1( 2/1 )1,2[ 2/1
)(tu  is strictly decreasing in   over . This follows because for any such ]2/12,2/1[  ,  
)(tu =  322 812)23(22  tttt 
      = })1268()21()1(12{ 22322238
1    t < 0. 
Here we use the facts that the minimum of , over 222 )21()1(12     in , is at-
tained at , and that this minimum is positive.               □ 
]2,2/1[ 2/1
2/12
Proof of Theorem 1. (a) By (1), has each element 2/3. Also, upon finding  from (1), 
one can check that it is nonsingular and that its inverse has each diagonal element  
)( Dpg )( DpH
46(3 t )89/() t  
and each off-diagonal element )89/() t43(3 t  . Hence (4) yields )( DDi p = 2 (= q), for each  
and every , and the D-optimality of follows from Lemma 3(a).  
i
10  t Dp
 10
(b) By (1), )( Apg has each element t . Also, upon finding )( ApH  from (1), one can check that it 
is nonsingular and that its inverse has each diagonal element  /)tt1(t   and each off-diagonal 
element , where . Hence, after some algebraic ma-
nipulation, (5) yields 
 /)( 2tt12 t )2t213)(1( tt t 
)()}({tr 1
1
AAA ppH  = )()}({tr 21 AAA ppH  = , 2/)()12(  ttt u 
)()}({tr 3
1
AAA ppH  = , 2/)()1(2  ttt u 
where  is as in Lemma 5. Since (.)tu 0)( ttu   by the definition of t , the A-optimality of Ap fol-
lows from Lemma 3(b).                         □ 
 Two more lemmas are needed for proving Theorems 2 and 3. In what follows, is the q1 1q vec-
tor of ones and . TqqqJ 11
Lemma A.1. (i) For even , , mq 2 2m qmmpg 1)}12/()1{()( ev1  and . 
Also, both nd  are nonsingular, and 
qpg 1)2/1()( ev2 
)( ev1pH a )ev2p(H
1
ev1)}({
pH = )}(
)1)(1(41
12{
1
)12(2 11
qqq Jqtmm
mJqI
m
m 


 ,       
1
ev2)}({
pH = )(
)1(
2)()12(2 11 qqq Jqtm
JqI
m
m 

 . 
(ii) For odd  ,12  mq , 1m )( oddpg = qmm 1)}12/()1{(  . Also,  is nonsingular and  )( oddpH
    1odd )}({
pH = )}(
)1)(1(2
1{
1
)12(2 11
qqq Jqtm
JqI
m
m 

 . 
Proof. We indicate the proof only for even q and the design measure . The proofs for the other 
cases are similar and simpler. Let denote sum over design points x which belong to . Then 
one can check that 
ev1p
j j
 ,  , .  (A.2)  qjj qjnx 1)/( })1())}]{(1(/{[ qqjTj JjIjqqqjnxx  qj 1
For even , by (1), (A.2) and the definition of , mq 2 ev1p
)( ev1pg = = , )
)
()( 1
1
1 xxnn mmmm   qc 10
)( ev1pG = =()( 1
1
1
T
m
T
mmm xxxxnn   qq JcIc 21  , 
where  
})1({)}({ 1
1
10   mmmm nmmnnnqc , 
})1)(1()({)})(1({ 1
1
11   mmmm nmqmnmqmnnqqc , 
 11
})1()1({)})(1({ 1
1
12   mmmm mnmnmmnnqqc . 
Since , on simplification, mq 2 )12/()1(22 210  mmccc
)
. Hence is as stated. 
Next, the assertion regarding follows after some additional steps, using (1) .    □ 
)( ev1pg
( ev1pH
Lemma A.2. For even mq 2 , , let  2m
),( tjl = , ))(1()}(1)1()1{( 222 mjtqmjtq 
where . Then  q  if and only if 10  t 0),( tjl , j 1 )(0 2 qtt  . 
Proof. Note that = 0 and  ),( tml ),(),( tcmltcml  , for every 10  t  and every positive inte-
ger c. Hence it suffices to show that , 0),( tjl m qj 1  if and only if . Since   )(0 2 qtt 
),( tjl = })1(){(})1()(1{)()1( 224
12221
2
122 qqmjqqmjtmjq    
and , it follows that   for any fixed j 10  t 0),( tjl )1( qjm   if and only if 
]})()1(4{)[()1(1 2/1222122
1 qmjqqmjqt   . 
The right-hand side of this inequality is minimum, over qjm 1 , at  and this mini-
mum value equals . Hence , 
1 mj
)(2 qt 0),( tjl qjm 1  if and only if 0 )(2 qtt  .    □ 
Proof of Theorem 2.  Note that for any design point jx  and any constant c, 
qjqjcxJqIcx qqq
T
q /)()1)(()1(
1   ,  
        ,         (A.3) qcqjcxJqcx qq
T
q /)()1)(()1(
21  
In what follows, we will often use the fact that here q =2m.  
(a) Write )12/()1(  mmc
)( ev1pDi
. From (4), (A.3) and Lemma A.1(i), if a design point belongs to 
, then 
ix
j  = , where  )(1 jf
)(1 jf = 

 

 })()1{(
)1)(1(41
12)(
)1(
)12(2 22 cqjtjt
tmm
mjqj
qm
m .      
Therefore, by Lemma 3(a),  is D-optimal if and only if ev1p qjf )(1 , . After consider-
able algebra, one can express as  
qj 1
)(1 jf
)(1 jf = )1)(()}1)(1(41){1(
})2(1){12(2 
 mjmj
tmmm
tqqmq  
Part (a) now follows because 0)1)((  mjmj  for qj 1 , the inequality being strict unless  j 
= m or . 1m
(b) By Lemma A.1(i),  
1
ev2)}({tr
pH = .  })1()12{(2 121   tmm
 12
Also, as  and  are both idempotent, by (5), (A.3) and Lemma A.1(i), if a design 
point belongs to , then 
qq JqI
1

qJq
1
Aiix j )( ev2p = , where  )(2 jf
)(2 jf = . }])()1{()1()()12[()(4
222212 mjtjttjqjmqm  
Therefore, by Lemma 3(b),  is A-optimal if and only if , ev2p
1
ev22 )}({tr)(
 pHjf qj 1 . An 
intricate algebra shows that  
         = , )()}({tr 2
1
ev2 jfpH  ),()1(16 23 tjltq  
with  as in Lemma A.2. Part (b) now follows from Lemma A.2.         □ ),( tjl
Proof of Theorem 3. Here , a fact which will often be used in the proof.  12  mq
(a) From (4), (A.3) and Lemma A.1(ii), if a design point ix belongs to j , then ( oddpDi ) = )(3 jf , 
where  
)(3 jf = 




 )1)(1(2
)1()1()(
1
2 22
tm
mjtjtjqj
m
=
)1()1(
)1}()1({
2
2
tm
mjtqqq 
 ,    
upon simplification. Hence part (a) follows from Lemma 3(a).  
(b) By Lemma A.1(ii),  
1
odd )}({tr
pH = 



 )1)(1(2
11
1
2
tm
q
m
q .  
Also, as  and  are idempotent, by (5), (A.3) and Lemma A.1(ii), if a design point 
belongs to , then 
qq JqI
1
j
qJq
1
( oddpAiix ) = , where  )(4 jf
)( jf4 = 




 22
22
2 )1()1(4
)1()1()(
)1(
4
tm
mjtjtjqj
m
q . 
A long and tricky algebra yields 
)()}({tr 4
1
odd jfpH  = 24
2
)1()1(
)}1)(1)()(1(2)1}{()1({
tm
tmmjmjmjtqqq

 . 
Part (b) now follows from Lemma 3(b), since  for 
, the inequality being strict unless  j = 
0)1)(1)()(1(2)1( 2  tmmjmjmj
1qj 1 m .              □ 
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